Villa creates a calm setting while at rest with classic design and uncompromised style. Dramatize an architecturally bold, open space and revitalize any lounge, lobby or waiting area. Built-in features such as cleanout design between the seat and back, proper scale and height for sturdy support and easy entry and exit provides performance in high traffic areas.

Also shown: Villa / Ottoman: Joelle
A modern-day classic built for the rigors of healthcare environments, Villa is scaled for a wide variety of spaces and engineered for high traffic lobby and lounge areas. It features a multi-generational design with built-in power and USB connectivity, and clean out detail.

To view the extended Villa offering, including tables and multiple shapes and sizes, please visit kimball.com.

**FEATURES & OPTIONS**

- Clean-out
- Round and Square legs are offered in Platinum Metallic, Designer White, and Cinder
- Y-Legs are offered in Platinum Metallic, Cinder, and Polished Aluminum
- Wood legs available in all applicable Kimball finishes
- Non-skid, adjustable glides
  - Solid surface option includes EOS™ (Cupron Enhanced EOS) Preventive/Biocidal Surfaces.
    - A copper-oxide infused, solid surface material, EOS™ kills >99.9% of harmful bacteria* within two hours of exposure.
- Tablet arms available on chair, loveseat, and sofa
- Power/USB grommets are available on left, right, or left and right front
- On mobile model only, there is a rounded handle on back in platinum metallic
- 123 mm dual-wheel black casters on front of Mobile Lounge Chair